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The exact solution to the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation which describes the motion
of a particle scattering off a finite set of 6-function potentials of axbit~ary strengths and posi-
tions is found. The behavior of the T matrix both on and off the energy shell is also precisely
given. Localization of states is discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently a great deal of work' has been done on
the problem of understanding the electronic states
of a system in which the atomic scattering sites
are randomly located. The importance of these
studies in the field of semiconductor physics is well
known. The mathematical difficulties involved in
this problem have made it necessary to look into
its one-dimensional version in hopes of getting
some insight into the important features, so that
extraneous complexities can be avoided in the three-
dimensional case.
Even with its simplifications the one-dimensional
case has not proven to be trivial in nature and the
work in this area has needed to be put on a firmer
basis. In this paper we hope we have done this by
providing an exact solution to the Schrodinger equa-
tion for an electron moving in one dimension in the
presence of a set of 5-function potentials of arbi-
trary strengths and positions. The solution which
we present has the feature that a clear delineation
is made between terms that are made small due to
incoherence effects, in the case of a random dis-
tribution of scattering sites, and those that are not.
This feature of our solution makes it useful for an
understanding of how wave functions grow inside
the chain of scattering sites and thus it is applicable
to the study of the all-important problem of local-
ization.
In Sec. 0 we present our solution to the integral
form of the Schrodinger equation. In Sec. III we
recognize the fact that to obtain the wave function
we did not have to completely invert the matrix M
[defined by (2. 5)]; we complete this task and show
that the Fredholm determinant, i.e. , detM, has,
for positive energy, a magnitude greater than unity.
With this inverse of M, we obtain, as well, the T
matrix both on and off the energy shell and briefly
discuss its connection with the evaluation of trans-
port properties and the density of states in a spec-
imen. Section IV is devoted to a discussion of
some aspects of the problem of localization. We
point out in that section that for positive energies,
where IdetMl —1, there can, for a finite chain
of scattering sites, be no states which vanish at
+ ~; thus no precisely localized states exist. For
a finite chain, localization at positive energies is
always, formally, only approximate.
In Appendix A, we discuss other forms of the
solution found in Sec. II, while in Appendix B, we
make the connection between our results and the
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transfer matrix method.
II. SOLUTION TO SCHRODINGER EQUATION WITH SUM
OF 6-FUNCTION POTENTIALS .
Our purpose in this section is to obtain an exact
so ution of the one-dimensional Schrodinger equa-
tion
+ n ielA(x) x2-) e-i2(x)-x2))
Eliminating explicit reference to u, [by using
(2. 6)], we obtain
u2 =A e'""' [(1—n, ) + (1 + n, ) e """2y,({n},k)]
+ [B—S(+)]e '2x2[(1+ n )
(2. 3)
d2
, u(x)+ V(x)u(x) = Eu(x)X
when the potential V(x) has the form
V(x) =+ g, 6(x-x, ) .j=i
(2. 1)
(2. 2)
+(1 —n, )e ' "2P,({-n}, —k)], (2 9)
where, in general, we take
e, ({ },k)-=e,(. .. ", , „,;k)
Here )6, and x& are, respectively, the (arbitrary)
strength and position of the jth 5-function potential.
For simplicity we shall assume xi & x2 & ~ ~ ~ & x&.
In connection with the procedures with which we
shall be dealing, it turns out to be more convenient
to work with the integral form of (2. 1), i. e. ,
u(x) = dx' e" " "' V(x') u (x ') + A e""+B e '""2k
2fax.
1 —n& ~ 1 1+Qji
(2. 10)
and, in particular, (t), = [n, /(1+ n, )] e2' "&.
In much the same way as we arrived at (2. 8),
we can find u& in terms of S(+) and uz. (j' & j); thus
we have
u& = A e'""& + [B—S(+)]e '""&
e(2)x-x& I A (2x B -(2xaje uj+ e (2. 3) j-1 (eix(xi -xy) i( xx-)xi)) (2 ll )j'-1
where k = E'~2 (k is the root lying in the upper half
complex plane), uz = u(x;), and n, =ip& /2k. Note
that for E real and positive (k real) n, is pure
imaginary.
In order to solve (2. 3), it is clearly necessary
to determine uj,' this we proceed to do. From
(2. 3) we obtain
We now eliminate explicit reference to ui, (j & j)
[as was done to get (2. 9)] and write u& in terms only
of S(+), A, and 8, i.e. , in the form
u,. = A e""&y, (k, {n};{x})
Z M&&, u, , =Ae' "&+Be ' "i,jl ~1
where
(2. 4) +[B—S(+))e
' ")y&(k, {n};{x}). (2. 12)
For j = 1, 2 we have already obtained expressions
for y, i. e. ,
In particular, we have for j = 1
u, =A e'""i+[B S(+)]e '"), -
where
N
S(+ ) -=Z n, e"'"i u,j-1
In terms of S(+) and u„we can also write
u, = A e""2+[B—S(+)]e '"*2
(2. 6)
(2. 7)
ri=ri=1
y2 (k n ) x) x2) y2 (k {n}{x})
= (1 —n, ) + e """2(1+n, )(I),({n},k),
r2(k, {n} {x})= r2( - k, {- n},{x}). (2. 13)
We shall now show that, in general, the appropriate
forms for yj and yj are
y, (k, {n},{x})-=ri(k; nin2 " n~ i x(x2" xg)
j-1 m&j j-1 jg 1 j2-1
-=(( n-.,.) i. z & " &-' &i;,(„"(;.,i,„)j'=1
.
m(even)=2 jm m j2=2 f1=i
j-1 m&j j-1 j2-1
+ n (&+ ) ee e'*e r r: . re i;,(')e ()„e('J„)g'-1 m (odd) =1 jm=m (2. 14)
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Y;(&, (nj, fx])= y-;( —0, ( —nj, (x]) . (2. 15)
In (2. 14), p,'. = (()),.((+ nj, +)'2) [see (2. 10)] and
m (even) m(odd)
J-2
=1+ 5 n, , y, , (u;&n], &x])(e"""""J- '-1) .
(2. 16)
Similarly, we have
y, (u, ,",„,". ,)
mean, respectively, a sum over even values of m
and a sum over odd values of m. The proof of this
assertion is by induction.
Expressions (2. 13), of course, conform to the
prescriptions (2. 14) and (2. 15), so let us assume
that (2. 14) and (2. 15) are correct for all values
of j& J; Using Eqs. (2. 11) and (2. 12) for j&J and
looking at the coefficients of A, we have
y J-l(~t nl n J-2) xl xJ' 1)-
J-2
I+K n y (k (n] (x))(e i"'"J' *J' —1)
e1
+ nJ lr. 1(),(n], b])(e"""''"-"- I) .
Since by the induction hypothesis y-. (j' & J —I ) does
not depend on xJ, or xJ, it follows from (2. 16) that
the square bracket in (2. 17) has the form
y J-1(~& nl n J-2r Xl XJ-2r J') )
i.e. , the square bracket differs from (2. 16) by the
simple replacement of xJ, by xJ. Thus we get
yJO'2, n, n, „x, . x, )
=yJ, (u, n, n, 2, x, x, „x,)
+ J lr J 1-(~ n-l n J'-2 xl xJ-1)
x(e "J 1 "J)—I ) (2 I 8)
We are entitled, by the induction assumption, to
use form (2. 14) for all terms on the right-hand side
of (2. 18); thus our proof will be complete when we
have shown that the expression so obtained for y J
agrees with (2. 14). Making these substitutions,
we have, after some rearrangement,
J-2 m& J-1
r, ()2, (n], b])= II (1 —n, . ) (1 —n, ,)+(1—n, ,)j' =1 m (even)=2
m& J-1
xpJ QJ ~ yj' yJ +(I —nJ, )1 2 m-1 m
m (odd)
j -1
~ ~ e + +
m
1
J-2 m& J-1 J -2
+ g (1+n, , )e '""J (1+nJ,) Zj'=1 m (Odd) =1 j' =mm F 1=1
m& J-1 J-2
e((e«, ,)A;, ((e Z Z "
m(even) =2 jm
(2. 19)
Collecting together the terms in each of the curly
brackets in (2. 19), we observe that this equation
can be rewritten in the form (2. 14). This com-
pletes the induction. It is now a simple matter to
establish that yJ(k, (n]., fxj) = y J( —)'2, (—n)I, f —x));
we shall not give the details here. We remark,
however, that when k is real,
YJ YJ ~ (2. 20)
To complete the determination of uj, we must
now remove S(+) from (2. 12). Multiplying (2. 12)
by e' "jej and summing, we have
N N N
(e)e=(A )y; e "*' ,, «BZ+«eye 1+2 «,.e,.)j-1 j=1 j=1
(2. 21)
We then get
« =A e"*e —e'* e Z ye"*'«)j=1
(
N -1
I+K ny, . +Be ' "JyJ I+K n&y; . (222)j-"1 j=1
We can finally obtain a solution of (2. 3) by insert-
ing into it the result (2. 22). Thus for x; & x& x;,1
we get
u(x) =A e""+[B—S(+)]e ""
+ Q n ( ill(ale-)() -i2()('-x)) (2 23)j'=1
Noting that the only difference between (2. 11) for
u&„and (2. 23) is the replacement of x&„by x [ex-
cept where it occurs in S(+)], we can immediately
write
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u(x) =A e""y, ,(k, fo'}, x, ~ x„x)+e ""y, ,(k, (u}, x& ~ x„x)
S N
x B —Z n&, (Ae "&'y&. e By&') 1+ L &- y;
J 1 j'=1 Xj
& X& Xj,1 (2. 24)
In obtaining this result, we have used expression
(2. 21). The formula (2. 24) also suffices for x& x,
and x&x if we think of &0= &N,1=+, and
c(0= c(„,,=0. Equation (2. 24) is the exact solution
to the Schrodinger equation (2. 3).
We remark here that Eq. (2. 3) is an integral
equation of rank N which can be attacked by the
Fredholm method. The solution provided by that
method involves complicated power series in (o}
and thus does not lead unambiguously to estimates
of the sizes of the various quantities of interest.
Our approach overcomes some of these difficulties:
In effect, we have successfully summed together
all terms with equivalent dependence on the posi-
tions of the scattering sites. For example, in
expression (2. 14) for y& the term involving no &f&;.'s
is independent of the positions of the scattering
centers and its size is thus unaffected by the inco-
herence introduced when the sites are randomly
located. The terms with the simplest dependence
on position are those for which m =1 or rn = 2 in the
sums in (2. 14); these involve one or two factors
e' "j' and thus, in the random case, we expect them
to be small because of incoherence. Of course,
all terms with more factors Q (higher m values)
are presumably affected to a gre.ater extent by in-
coherence. If, in fact, the terms involving one or
more factors (t are forced to be small by the ran-
domness of the system, then we can estimate for
large j
T(E) = V+ T(E) V .1
0
(3. 1)
Here Ho= —d /dx is the kinetic-energy operator;
we no longer restrict E to be real (k is still taken
to be the root in the upper half-plane). Because
V(x) is a, sum of 6 functions, it turns out that
function grows from that end as well. In Sec. IV
we discuss the implications of this apparent growth
from both ends.
%'e add here that a connection between the work
we have done here and the transfer matrix method
is made in Appendix B.
III. T MATRIX AND INVERSE OF N
In this section we show how the use of the results
and techniques described in Sec. II enables us to
obtain an exact expression for the T matrix asso-
ciated with the potential V(x), e both on and off the
energy shell. To obtain this result we shall have
to determine completely the matrix M ' and we
shall find an useful relation for detM. The value
of having an expression for the T matrix lies in its
relationship to the density of states and to the for-
malism of linear transport theory; we shall, in
this section, discuss these connections.
The T-matrix operator satisfies the equations
T(E) = V+ V „T(E),1
0
j-1
y; —II (I+a';), (2. 25) &Pl T(E)IP')=2 e '~"&T...(E)e'~'"~' (3. 2)
and in the special case that all the n's are the
same, we have (for positive energies)
(1 + ~)g-1 j 1n((+a) t
(2. 26)
Inserting (3. 2) into (3.1), we have
dp (P(xg e x)r&-jj" j "i'jli 27T
1
x
~a Pj =I3j6» (3.3)
These results imply a tendency of the y's to in-
crease in magnitude exponentially with j. Along
with this goes the expectation that the solution u(x)
is increasing in magnitude as x goes deeper into
the chain. The behavior we describe here was pre-
viously noted by Borland~ (but only for the averaged
wave function).
We discuss in Appendix A the application of the
methods described above to the form of the solution
of (2. 3) found by starting from the other end of the
chain (i. e. , from x„). The same conclusions re-
garding growth can be arrived at, so that, once
again, if incoherence is effective, then the wave
The integral is easily done and we get
T;)"(E)M~",' = P~6;~. (3.4)
where M is the matrix defined by (2. 5). It follows
that a complete knowledge of the T matrix on and
off the energy shell requires a determination of
It is this task to which we now turn our at-
tention.
In order to find M ', we must solve the equation
[which is more general than (2. 4)j
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Z M». uy. =Aq (3.6)
where in the end we must set a, = a1. Reintroducing
S(+), we can write after some manipulation
u, =a, e""'-S(+) e ""&,
u, = a, e'""oy, (k, (n], fx])
—S(+) e '""oy, (k, fn], (x})—a, e""o, (3. '7)
~=, ""y,(k, (],I:.])-s() ""y, (k, I },b])
—a, e'""oy, (k; n„x„x,)
By setting a, = a„we get a coefficient of a„ for
example, in ~ of the form ys —y2. In general, we
have (with a, =a, )
u, = (a, e'""~)nj (k, (n], (xr) —S(+) e ""~y, (k, fn]-, I x]),
(s. 6)
when A~ = 5», then u~ = (M ');;o .We begin by find-
ing a solution when A; = a& e""15,, In this case we
can rewrite (3. 5) as
'Q&' = Q18 1ikx
(s. 6)
Z M» .uy. = aye & —age J (j & 1)
Note tb.at we can obtain other expressions for M '
by use of the "solution from the other end" or a
"solution from the middle" as described in Appen-
dix A.
The denominator which occurs in (3. 13) has been
encountered before [see (2. 21) et seq. ], which
leads us to the conclusion that it is an important
invariant. We shall now show that
N
1+2 n&y& =detM
f=1
(3. 14)
we further remark that detM is the Fredholm de-
terminant. The proof is by induction on the rank
of M: For N=l we have
detM(N=1) =M»(N=1) =1+n, = 1+n&r& .
(s. is)
We suppose that (3. 14) holds for N- 1. Note, then,
that
[M '(N)]„„=[cofactor M(N)]~„/detM(N)
(3. 16)
but [cofactor M(N)]»= detM(N- 1). From (3.9) and
(3.13) we have
[M (N)]„„=1—a„P» ) 1+2 a,.y~)j 1
Qj =—0 (j ~'),
N-1 It'
1+ o.)yj 1+~ (y~y~ . 3. 1V
(s. 9)
ik(x i
-x~)yet g(k) njyg nJ& gy xgyg xj ) e
(j'& j)
fv ik(x i-x-)
yp g+1lhy &y ' ' &y' 1y &y ' '&'Je
The induction hypothesis identifies the numerator
in the second form of (3. 1V) with detM(N- 1); thus
it follows from (3. 16) that the denominator is
detM(N); this completes the proof. By using sim-
ilar arguments it is easy to show that in terms of
f p,"]. (see Appendix A)
By an analysis like that given above we now can
readily find for the case A,. =A~ 5,& that20 220
N
detM=1+Z n; p~
I=1
(3. 16)
u, = —S(+)e ""~y, (k, fn], (x])
= —S(+) e ""&y,+f1'. A, (j(j,),0 0 (s. io)
For the special case in which E is real and posi-
tive (so that k is real) we shall now verify a use-
ful inequality, namely,
u,. = —S(+)e ""~oy,,+A,, (~ 0). (s. is)
= - S(+) e '""~oy, + O', oA.. .
and, as well,
(3.11)
(s. i2)u,. = —S(+)e '""&y, +n,',A, (j. &j,) .
Thus for all values of j we have the same form as,
for example, shown in (3.12). The remarks fol-
lowing (3.5) lead, upon replacement of S(+) by its
value, to the result
When k is real and positive, we can discuss a wave,
of wave vector k, traveling in the positive x direc-
tion, incident on the array of 5 functions, through
which some of the wave is transmitted and from
which some of it is reflected. This situation is
described mathematically by (2. 3) with 2= 1, 8=0.
We have
u(x) = e'"" —S(+) e "" (x x,),
u(x) = e""[1 —S(—)] (x & x„) (s. 20)
lt follows that the reflection coefficient = fl = —S(+)
and the transmission coefficient = ~ = 1 —S(-). Using
the results of Appendix A, we get
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N )-1
7 = I —s(-) =
I
I +K n,.p," I (s. 21)detM
the last result follows from (3.18). Conservation
of current implies that I r I —1 and thus from (3.21)
we verify (3.19). This result will be discussed
later in connection with localization of states.
Returning to a discussion of the T matrix, we
have for its matrix elements
where M ' is determined from (S. 13). This result
is completely general; there is no requirement
that p =p' =E. We remark here that the result
(3.21) implies that for positive energy E the T ma-
trix remains finite (i. e. , has no poles).
The connection between linear response theory
and the T matrix lies in the fact that for an external
disturbance of frequency co and wave vector q all
linear response properties involve expressions of
the form
&p+2 ql T(E+-,' ~+io')Ip +-'q&
~&/'-lqlT(E- l~-io')IP-lq& . (s. as)
l
Thus to obtain a complete knowledge of the trans-
port properties of the system we are required to
have all the matrix elements of the T matrix, both
on and off the energy shell, as we do in (S.22).
We now discuss the connection of T matrix to the
average density of states per unit length in the
sample. The sample, which encompasses a region
of length L, contains all the scattering centers.
The local density of states is given by
D(E, x) =-(I/v)1m&xI G(E+io') x), (s. 24)
where
G(z) = + T(z)1 1 1g —Hp z —Pp z —Hp (s. as)
The average density of states in the region between
positions y, and y2 is defined as
2
D(E; y„y,) = dxD(E, x) .J2 Xi y
(s. as)
Using (S. 2) and assuming that the sample lies be-
tween —& L and —,'L, we have, upon carrying out the
integral in (3.26),
&akj «y, . ak )dk&ak
+ Z Im
I
8 cosk(xg+ xmas)Tgg ~
2 m -il'
7TL qadi 2k j (s. 2v)
The last term in (3.27) is, of course, a boundary
term. If E & 0 and I k I L» 1, then, since k is pure
positive imaginary, the boundary term is negligible.
When E & 0, then e'~~ is of magnitude unity and the
boundary term does not appear to be small. If,
however, we do not have exact knowledge of the
length of the sample but only know that L~ ——,' l & I.
& Lp + 2 l where l «Lp, then taking the average over
the possible values L, we find that the boundary
term is proportional to (kl) '; thus if kl»1, the un-
certainty in the size of the sample makes the bound-
ary term in (S.2V) negligible. Of course, since
E«Lp, averaging over L leaves the other two terms
unchanged.
The second term in (3.2V) may be simplified by
obser ving that
Z ———e '"' '~ ' T, = Z ——M, (M )1 d i )~„„, 1 d
~~.
2k dk 2k ~~
~;. 2k dk
ln detM(E+ io')d
(s. as)
For negative energies we have
D(8&0, ——,I., —,'L)
1 Im ln detM(E + io')
+boundary term, (S. 29)
while for positive energy
D(E&0, —2L, 2L)
1 d
qqp — Im ln detM(E+ io+)
+boundary term . (3.M)
When the boundary terms can be considered negli-
gible (as discussed above), then the existence of
gaps in the positive-energy spectrum requires that
there be nearly an exact cancellation between the
free-particle term and the term dependent on the
potential V(x) in (3.30).
We remark, finally, that the average
D(E, —,'I„,' L) is more—physi-cally meaningful than
D(E, —~, +~), which, of course, simply equals
(I/v) Im(i/2k) independent of V(x).
IV. LOCALIZATION GF STATES
In recent years a large effort' 4 has been made to
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limA e'""+[B—S(+)]e ""-0,
OO
lim [A —S(-)]e"""+Be "*-0 .
gm +~
(4. 1)
Clearly, from these equations we must have A, 8,
and S(+) all vanishing, but this implies [see (2. 4)]
that
understand the phenomenon of localized states in
the continuum (positive-energy) region for a system
with randomly distributed scattering centers. We
believe that the exact solution which we have ex-
hibited will produce new understanding in this area.
Here we present a few ideas on this important sub-
ject.
First we note that for a system involving a finite
number of scattering sites, there can be no state of
positive energy which is localized in the sense that
its wave function vanishes at + ~. This, of course,
does not preclude the possibility that states exist
for which the wave-function amplitude is much
greater in some region inside the sample than it is
outside. If we assume that a state with vanishing
amplitude at + ~ exists, then it follows from the
work of Sec. II that
I g; n~v~ coskx~l 2+ I Z, n, v, sinkx~ I
P, ln, I Iv, I'
(4. 5)
where to get this result we have assumed that all
pj's have the same sign; also the + sign in front
corresponds to the sign of Imnj Defining
S„(+)=5, e"'"~ n, v, (4. 6)
we get from (4. 5) that for X-O, S„(+)-0. Now the
solution to (4. 3) is easily written as
v, = S„(+)y,(k, (n/(I —X)},(x})e ""~, (4. V)
u, = Ay,.(u, (n}, Ix})e'""~ (4. S)
Thus, with I XI «1, if we are at an energy F. such
that perfect transmission exists, then we can iden-
tify vj and u,* apart from a normalization factor,
i.e. ,
which, when I XI «1, looks very much like a nearly
perfect transmission solution to (2. 3). To see this,
note that for perfect transmission the reflection
coefficient fl= —S(+)=0 and thus the solution to
(2. 3) in this case (with B=0) is
E M,;.u,' =0 (4. 2)
The only solution of this equation is u(x) =-0, as fol-
lows from the fact that I detM I —1 for positive
energy [see (3.19)].
We are thus led to consider the case of the in-
finite sample to understand the meaning of localized
states. If we again assume the existence of a state
vanishing at + ~, we can define S(+) for it and we
are again led to the conclusion that u(x) must satisfy
(4. 2). The difference is, of course, that, as the
matrix M is now infinite in rank, the fact that detM
cannot vanish does not imply there is no sitution
of (4. 2): If one of the eigenvalues of M is zero
[i.e. , (4. 2)], then the product of all the others is
infinite. Thus localized states are eigenvectors of
zero eigenvalue of the matrix M and we may ap-
proach them from a study of the matrix M for the
finite case. What we are interested in is the eigen-
vector (in the finite case) with the smallest eigen-
value. This presumably is what we call the local-
ized state even in the finite case.
Let us, then, consider the eigenvalue equation
Z M&, ,v, = Xvz (4. 3)jl
where X is the smallest eigenvalue of M (I&I «I).
From the equations
(4 4)
we can show that for positive energy
(4. 9)
Here we have used the pcsitive-energy result
(2. 20). It appears, therefore, that localized states
are the inifinte N limit of perfectly transmitting or
resonant states.
As noted by Borland, wave functions generally
grow in from the ends; this is indicated by the
average growth of the yj s as noted at the end of
Sec. II. (Of course, precisely, the y, 's do a ran-
dom walk about this average behavior. ) If we start
from the transmitted end (i.e. , from x„) [assuming
B= 0 in (2. 3)], then this growth of the y's (or p's)
makes it appear that the majority of states corre-
spond to perfect reflection. Borlands has under-
stood this feature in terms of the likelihood of
picking the phase at one end of the chain so that the
phase at the other end is independent of it. We can
see this feature by referring to the transfer matrix
method (see Appendix B): The transfer matrix for
the whole chain is a 2&2 matrix with determinant
equal to unity. Its eigenvalues are such that one
is much greater and the other much less than 1.
Any state (~) (see Appendix B) at the end is a linear
combination of the two nonorthogonal eigenvectors
of the transfer matrix. When this matrix operates
on (a), the part of it corresponding to the eigen-
vector with the large eigenvalue gets tremendously
enhanced while the other part is decreased in size.
Thus, if the initial vector (a) has any significant
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part corresponding to the large eigenvalue eigen-
vector, that part will completely dominate at the
other end of the chain and the final end wave func-
tion will be much larger than the initial. The like-
lihood that the initial vector has these features is
very large. (Note: This explains why y increases,
since y is a matrix element of the transfer matrix
taken between particular vectors which are general-
ly not equal to the small-eigenvalue eigenvector of
the transfer matrix. )
In a finite chain there is a small set of vectors
that are nearly in the direction of the eigenvector
with smallest eigenvalue. A vector in this set cor-
responds to a wave function which decreases in
magnitude as we follow it into the chain. We re-
mark that the longer the chain (or, in other words,
the larger and smaller the eigenvalues of the trans-
fer matrix), the smaller the set of vectors which
decrease in magnitude as we come in from the
end. These states are again states of nearly per-
fect reflection, the difference being that we nou
are looking at them from the end of the chain from
which they reflect instead of, as above, from the
other end. What we observe, then, is that it is
trivial to find nearly perfectly reflecting states if
we look at the end to which the wave is trying to
penetrate but nearly impossible to find these states
viewed from the reflecting end. This feature is
what Borland noted to be the fact that states which
rise in magnitude from one end to the other satisfy
extremely tight boundary conditions at the large
end with little regard to the conditions at the small
end.
How then can we understand localized states?
Considering the infinite case, we can think of the
semi-infinite chains to the right and left of the area
of localization separately; then the wave function
as it enters these semi-infinite chains must cor-
respond to the smallest-eigenvalue eigenvector of
the transfer matrix for each of them simultaneous-
ly. This only occurs at special values of the en-
ergy (i. e. , the case of perfect transmission, as
discussed above). In this case the y's do not in-
crease indefinitely.
APPENDIX A: OTHER FORMS OF SOLUTION OF
SCHRODINGER EQUATION
We discuss here, very briefly, the modifications
of the method described in Sec. II necessary to
produce solutions starting from the other end (i. e. ,
from x„) or from the rniddle (i.e. , from x, ).
In starting from x„we are led to use S(-), as
given by (2. 7), instead of S(+). Defining
j'~N
(~ fn] k) ns 2iks. g I + ng1+Qj je j 1
(Al)
Il; = q; (N& (+ n], + k), (A2)
j' =N m&N-j +1 N-m+1 j1=N
p,"(p, (p), (s$)= II ((+p, .) (+ Z E 5 p,'. p, p, )j' =j+1 m (even) =2 jm=j+1 j 1=j2+1
j'=N
=j+1
t
psCV-s+1 JI s)+I-
(I n ) e-2&kss
~
Q P ~ ~ ~
k m(odd)=1 jm=j+1
(A3)
and
we get
pN [g S( )] Ikss + Il P1(-Iks)s
(A4)
(A5)
N
S'. (+) = ~~ n e"""~u.jo jj '=jp+1
jQ
S,.' (+) = &~ n,. e"""su, ,j'-1
getf rj jo
(A7)
with
N
s(-)= r p;(sp,"+sppe "'"'))j=1 1+ QjPj
(A6)
An equation analogous to (2. 24) can also be easily
written down in terms of pj and pj .
We can regard (2. 24) and the above result as
"solutions from the ends"; it is also possible to
obtain a "solution from the middle. " Introducing
ikXj (
SCAN
=s4 e yI g (ks ns p1 ns- 1) Xs p1 ' Xs)
( ) 1k' [II S ) ( )] -Iks(jQ jo j jo
X (ks ngpp1 ns Is XJ pI Xs ) (A8)
(A9)
while for j —jo we get
u, = [A —S,.',(-)]e""&p,". (k, (n], {x])—S,' (+) e ""&
+Be ""sp,"(k, (n]-, fx]) . -
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These expressions can be used to obtain values for
(&z' (+) and also for finding other forms for u(~);
we shall not present these details here.
+(1+nI)(1+n~)e ' "~(llgz(, IO), (B3)
and a relatively simple exercise proves that
APPENDIX 8: CONNECTION WITH TRANSFER
MATRIX METHOD
In this appendix we discuss the connection be-
tween the technique we have developed and the
transfer matrix method. This allows us, for ex-
ample, to see how our approach is applied to the
well-known Kronig-Penney problem.
We begin by introducing (ad hoc) a two-state
fermion system; we call the states I 0) and I 1).
We introduce the operators a and a~ obeying
aaI+a~a=1; am=0 and al0&=0; and a 10)= l1).
Next we define
gI = 1 + It&I'a + PIa
where (t)~„and P~ are as defined by (2. 10) et seq.
Now note that (01(,10&= 1 and (11/II 0& = pI'; it fol-
lows that
yI= (OIO)=1,
(B2)
y& —(1 —nI)(0I &II 0)+ (1+n, ) e ' "2(1 I qII 0&
In all these equations y~ is as defined by (2. 14).
It is also clear that
XII I(I)I a '-(I'll& . (B5)
To make the connection with the transfer matrix
method we write this result in terms of a matrix
notation; thus
A little more algebra shows that
y, =(1- n )(1-n~)(oil, qIlo& Vfe easily get
(BV)
II (1 —nI )jl (B8)
while
( RI))o'~ 1)
((+ap))j' =1
(B9)
From (BV) and the definition of p,', we find that
II (1 —nI )
~ p
1- nj 1 —nj 1e (1 —n, , )
(Blo)
o 2$kxjj~1 1+uj 1 Q (1 + n, .)
Inserting this result into (B9) and repeating the
procedure for each p,j., we obtain
(1(1 e 2B((I)&-
Y&=(e'"'~, ()p, , v, ( )
where
(B11)
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V) =
e2&kx ~
e-2f Ox~
I+n,
(B12)
The matrix v, is not quite the transfer matrix 8~~';
this matrix has the form
(1 ~ ) eik(xy~g-xg&
g j+1f
-fly (zg+1-xy)Qg e
ef0 (xi+1-x~ )
(I +n ) e "'"~ & "~')
(B13)
We recall the fact that if the wave function has the
form 2,. 8' "+I3& 8 ' "for x&, ~x ~gz, then it follows
that
/A, e""~ )
g &+1 (B14
-gk J,1
[this can be shown by a simple manipulation of the
Schrodinger equation (2. 1)]. It is easy to see that
~i kx~ +1~ ~
gg +1
l 0
0 ) (e'" 0 )
Vy
-Axg~y j l 0 fax~ (B16)
from which it follows that
(~Ax1
y. =(e-""~ e ""~)e' . e'~j v jl l~ 0
0
V =le'"~ e" i)e' " e' )1 ~-fkx1
(B16)
The connection is thus made between the transfer
matrix method and the method described in Sec. II
for finding the exact solution to (2. 1).
We note that for a regular array of 5-function
potentials we have the well-known Kronig-Penney
model. We have made some investigations in this
area with our method; these were facilitated by the
connection, just made, with the transfer matrix
method. We shall not report the details here.
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